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Line Item No. 3. It consists of two volumes: (1) a brief Executive Summary and
(I1) a comprehensive set of Study Results.
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1981 and 21 July 1981.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 SCOPE
This is the first of two volumes comprising the SCEDS Final Report. It contains
a summary of all Part 1 study tasks. Volume II provides detailed study results.
1.2 STUDY OVERVIEW
The top level objectives of the :CEDS program are:
a. To define a basic Shuttle flight experiment which will provide needed data on
construction of large space systems from the Orbiter, where it is not prac-
ticable to obtain the data from ground tests. This includes experiments in
these areas:
1. Predicted dynamic behavior of a representative large structure.
2. On-orbit construction operations.
3. Orbiter control during and after construction.
b. To identify and define evolutionary or supplemental flight experiments for
development or augmentation of a basic flight experiment.
The study activ?ties were divided into six major tasks with appropriate subtasks
within the major task headings as shown in Figure 1-1. In Task 1 candidates for
r	 deployable structures, the basic experiment, EVA/RMS operations, and suitcase
experiments were defined and evaluated; a damping augmentation approach was
selected; and the effects of restowage and return of the experiment were identi-
fled. Task 1 resulted in the selection of experiments and concepts by the joint
NASA/JSC, Draper Lab, Convair working team. The selected concepts, tests,
experiments, and operations were then used to prepare a preliminary design and
and analysis. These data were used to derive mass properties and dynamic
characteristics for analysis by Draper Lab. A preliminary test plan and a pro-
gram plan were theta prepared.
1.3 SUMMARY
The preliminary design for a basic Space Construction Experiments (SCE) and
concepts for additional suitcase experiments for Extra-vehicular Activity (EVA)
and Remote Manipulator System (RMS) construction operation were developed to
incorporate the following characteristics:
a. Share a Shuttle mission with other payloads as a payload of opportunity.
b. Remain attached to the orbiter throughout test. Jettison capability is pro-
vided; however, the experiment will normally be restowed and returned to
earth by the orbiter.
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Figure 1-1. SCEDS Part I Study Approach	 26A 9641
c. Exercise a variety of appropriate Large Space System (LSS) construction and
assembly operation 's utilizing basic Space Transportation System (STS) capa-
bilities (EVA, RMS, CCTV, Illumination, etc.; to be correlated with ground
teats and simulations.
d. Use representative LSS elements. The basic experiment employs a deployable
low natural frequency structure. The structure will have a very low coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion achievat'.^: through the use of graphite composite
materials of construction. Structural dynamic tests will provide datJl to be
correlated with math and ground test models.
e. Provide options to approach proven capabilities of the orbiter conservatively
and safety exceed proven Lrr.its to establish usable ca pabilities for control,
mission timelines, and criti ,1 interfaces. These optio ns include variability
of masP moment of inertia Lnd variable damping augmentation.
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SECTION 2
STUDY RESULTS
Study results are summarized in the following subsections. These include selec-
tion of the structure, selected cunstrjr!tion operations experiments, preliminary
design and analysis, test plans, and 1, rogrammatics .
2.1 STRUCTURE
2.1.1 DEPLOYABLE `.TRUCTURES REQUIREMENTS. Large Space Systems such
Ps the Spa--e Operations Center (SOC), Geostationary Platform (Geoplatform),
Science and Applications Space Platform (SASP), and Space-based Radar (SBR)
(Plg'ure c-:; are being defined today for potential ir^ lem^ntatiun in the near
future. f-i defining requirements for the SCE, these are the primary applica-
tions to consider, if SCE is to be a cornerstone of early space construction
efforts. Each concept represents an integrsted modular construction Rpproach,
whereby basic system elements such as reflectors, feed modules, habitability
modules, and power modules are interconnected through a primary structural
element, usually depicted as a deployable truss. A single deployable truss
Plement could L , developed to meet the needs of these and other future space
platforms. Use of such an element in the SCE will assure an applicable data
base for LSS design and bring the technology for LSS structures to a high initial
state of readiness. A review of selected LSS concepts revealed requirements
which were used to evaluate space truss candidates. Table 2-1 summarizes these
requirements and indicates which have major importance to the systems considered.
soc
Figure 2-1. LSS Candidates for year Term Applications
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Table 2-1. Primary Requirements for Space Truss Concept Evaluation
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Physical characteristics
}I-
• Strength 3 3
•	 Silliness 3 3 3 3 r
• Column stability 3 3
•	 Thermal stability 3 3 3
•	 Structural effxaency (lightweight) 3 3
•	 Urtxtal life expectancy 3 '^
Stowage 8 deployment factors
• Packagablty 3 3 r
• Controlled deployment 3 3 3 3
•	 Retraction capaoility 3 3
System curnpallblllly factors
•	 Suitability as modules lot .^ 3 3 3
specs assembly
•	 Sunll. to for hard mounting of 3 3 3 3 3
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Mar factors
•	 Cost effectiveness 3
•	 Reliability (meth & strut) 3 3 3 3 3
• Hvdwere devebpmonl status
•	 Api4lcablllt y to LSS
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2.1.2 DEPLOI ABLE STRUCTURES EVALUATION AND SELECT I ON. A review
of available data oil. deployable structures and LSS technology plus Convair's
in-house activities in the design and development of space structu-res led to
selection of ten LSS structural beam candidates to be evaluated for applicability
to the SCE. These candidates are shown in Figure 2-2, including the common
basis used for comparison.
1
Folded longeron mast
2a
Box beam	 single fold
2b
Box beam double fold
?c
Box beam • braced
3 4a 4b 5
t	
•
ac\
Y frame beam Diamond beam Hall diamond triangle beam Tetra beam
Common basis for comparison
•	 All concepts sized to fill payload bay of orbiter
•	 Primary structural material graphilerepoxy
•	 Slenderness ratio fUP) of all structural elements - 250
Della beam Tole mast
Figure 2-2. Candidate Deployable Structure Concepts 	 2649643
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Each of the candidate structures was assessed numerically, using rating factors
and weighting factors with respect to each requirement in Table 2-1.
Table 2-2. Results of Numerical Rating
Analysis
wnrwp.
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The sums of the products of rating
and weighting factors resulted in the
relative rankings shown in Trbie 2-2.
This evaluaticn shows tetrahedral
diamond cross-section beam (Figure
2-3) to ha —e the best overall ranking.
The half diamond triangle beam, with
the second best overall rating, offers
a lower cost alternative, but with
reduced reliability and less than
optimal physical characteristics.
Concept 4a was carried into the
flight experiment concept develop-
ment phase along with the Concept
4b, as they can be used inter-
changeably.
DW*lymenl DWOMMIN Hinged	 Carpents, t" Hmgw7
.W	 Mnge	 longhorn hmgw
	 dugonsl
264 9644
Figure 2-3. General Dynamics Prototype
Deployable Truss
2.2 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS
2.2.1 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS
ANALYSIS. An analysis was per-
formed to identify and define signi-
ficant LSS construction issues and
operations concerns (Table 2-3) that
needed to be considered for incor-
poration in the SCE. These issues
and concerns were then used to
derive EVA and RMS operations as
well as additional suitcase experiment
concepts. A concept for restowage
and return of the SCE was also
developed.
2.2.2 IDENTIFICATION OF TESTS AND EXPERIMENTS. Identification and
evaluation of candidate tests and experiments led to selection of the operations,
tests, and evaluations summarized in Tables 2-4 and 2-5. These recommended
experiments fall in four major categories. Items in the category of "later flight
experiments" are considered unavailable for early flight test due to current
development plans.
All experiments can be performed as part of the basic flight experiment. Those
having suitcase applicability require additional hardware.
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Table 2-3. Significant Space Construction Issues and Operational Concerns
NO	 DESCRIPTION
1. Inn^keging, stowage and support techniques for deployable structures and systems equipment in the Orbiter cargo bay.
2. Pre<leployment preparations and operations.
3. Hand;mg, control, and disposition of jigs, fixtures, tracks, and accessof ies required to deploy and ret •act structures.
4. Control of structural deoloyment and retraction
5 In-process quality verification and condition monitoring.
6. Checkout, maintenance, repair, contingency procedures, and equipment
7. Attachment!loining of major structural elements and subsystem modules.
8. Installation of subsystem equipment before, during, and alter deployment of structure.
9. Combined EVA/RMS installation and assembly capabilities and techniques.
10. Auphcations and effectiveness of special RMS end effectors for ,grasping, holding, manipulating, and torquing.
11. Effectweness of idurnination/visibility w+ual aids.
12. Separation and release of structure from Orbiter.
13. Reattachment or berthing of structure to Orbiter.
14. Handling and positioning of structure.
15 Restowege of deployable structures and equipment in Orbiter cargo bay.
16 Orbiter induced dynamic effects on structure, deployment, construction equipment, and operations
17. Correlation of predicted structural dynamic modes and loads with measured characteristics.
18 Inherent structural damping characteristics and active damping techniques and equipment.
19 Structural rattle and backlash effects
20 Structural thermal effects.
21	 Structural inarta and vibration effects on Orbiter control capabilities and pefforn)ance.
Table 2-4. Selected Construction
Operation Tests
and Evaluations
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Dynamics Experiments
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• TRUSS GRAPPLE FITTING
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Rotate
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No
Use of the RMS to perform the predeployment sequence (Figure 2-4) was evalu-
ated as a means of simplifying drives and controls for the SCE. Concepts for
attaching a drive socket wrench to a standard grapple fitting included use of
the Universal Service Tool (UST).  Other provisions for RMS usage were a
1	 special end piece for pickups and handoffs, and attachment of a standard
grapple fitting to the truss for handling and maneuvering a segment of structure.
• SPECIAL END PIECE
• UNIVERSAL SERVICE TOOL (SPAR)
• TRUSS DEPLOYMENT OPERATIONS
	
Route true package 	 Deploy lateral members
	
--I	 rA
I	 )	 I
Figure 2-4. RMS Deplov/Retract Operations and Suitcase Experimental Hardware
Construction of major space platforms will require the capability to install subsys-
tems equipment before, during, and after deployment of the structure. Preinstal-
lation of conduits (Figure 2-5) and interface mechanisms will minimize on-orbit
assembly. However, high density packaging of structure precludes large module
preinstallation.
Concepts for EV A i RMS experiments for subsystem hardware installation were
defined as shown in Figures 2-6 and 2-7. Universal attachment modules pro-
vide a means of attaching both man and equipment to the structure. The struc-
ture incorporates NASA-developed quick-connect joints for attachment of super-
structures to the truss.
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Figure 2-7. EVA/RMS Construction Operations Test Concept
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2.2.3 EVOLUTIONARY OPTIONS. The selected experiments suggest an evolu-
tionary approach with as many as five options for accomplishing; those and future
experiments (Figure 2-8) .
a. Option 1 would limit the flight experiment to EVA and WAS experiments. A
short segment of deployable structure such as the one shown in Figure 2-3
could be used to facilitate installation and assembly tests at minimum develop-
ment cost.
b. O lion 2 would be to perform the structures and dynamics tests and PMS
tests and evaluations with no EVA, using a long, instrumented, and damper-
equipped deployable truss.
c. Option 3, which is the preferred option for the SCE, would be to conduct all
of the EVA/RI11S and structures and dynamics tests in a single mission.
d. Option 4 performs all recommended tests and evaluations including a free-free
mode structural dynamics test, by separation of the structure for free-flight .
e. Option 5 is a spinoff benefit of developing the SCE. Reuse of the SCE hard-
ware will provide the capability to test a variety of LSS subsystems, either
attached to the Orbiter or as free-flight experiments.
option 4
1]
Option 3
Option 1	 Option 2
	 Option 5
N
c
	
`^^	 ^•1	 7I
AV
• Multiple EVA/RMS/
	 • Long structure attached	 • Free flying structure/
	
suitcase oxpenments
	 to orbiter
	 subsystems
Figure 2-8. SCE Evolutionary Options	 2649649
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2.3 CONCEPT SLUCTION AND PRELIMINARY DESIGN
2.3.1 STS FT IGHT CANDIDATES EVALUATION. The STS Flight Assignment
Baseline per JSC i3000-5 was analyzed to identify potential flight opportunities
for the SCE. Although these data were preliminary and have since undergone
major revi:-ion, they provided good insight into the limitations and constraints
of the types of missions that need to be considered.
The evaluation indicated that missions invoiving satellite de p loyment only and
satellite deployment plus Material Processing Science (MPS) pallets provide the
fewest constraints to incorporation and operation of the SCE.
2.3.2 EXPERIMENT CONCEPTS AND EVALUATIONS. Seven SCE concepts were
developed and evaluated (Figure 2-9) . Candidate STS flight configurations were
used to determine space and envelope constraints. Two concepts were defined
for use with the Spacelab 6 mission even though the evaluation indicated it to be
a poor candidate. This was done to provide more contrast between competing
concepts and to illustrate a wider range of options than is seerningly available.
R
Evaluations of the alternative SCE con-
cepts included timeline comparisons,
Orbiter compatibility evaluations (visi-
bility, RMS , illumination, etc.) and
preliminary ROM cost comparisons.
(See Table 2-6.) Alternative experi-
ment control concepts were also
evaluated.
The numer ical evaluation of the alter-
native concepts is presented in
Table 2-7. The sum of the rating
factors shows highest potential
benefits for concepts 1 and 2A.
Concepts 2,3,4, ar.d 5 sere
eliminated because they have the
least potential benefits. Concept 2B
exceeds the $10M program cost
guideline. Concept 2A was selected
because of its superior overall
capabilities and high cost effec-
tiveness ratio.
Table 2-6. Alternative Concept Pre-
liminary ROM Cost Estimates (1981 $M)
F T
Concept
_
__7 Unit
cost
	
cost Total
i 5 5 1.2 6.7
1	 ,' 51 1.0 6.1
2
2A
28
3
4
5
45
F 5
1 1.2
4.8 _
3.2
5.5
1.4
1.6
2.7
1.5
_0.3
1'
5.9
8.1
I	 13.9
6.3
_ 4.0
72
*Triangular vs diamond beam reduces cost by an average of 15:4
2^64.964.32
Table 2-7. Fxaeriments Concepts
Numerical Evaluation (Scale of 1-5,
High Numbers Best)
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Figure 2-9. Alternative R OF Concepts
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2.3.3 PRELIMINARY DESIGN. The preceding trades and concept evaluations
resulted in the selection of a deployable tetrahedral truss supported in the
Orbiter by a support structure ( Figure 2-10). The baseline configuration
assumes an arrangement whereby the basic experiment shares space in the
forward section of the payload bay with an NIPS experimental pRllet on a flig"t
accompanied by deployed satellite payloads. Additional suitcase experiments
for EVA/RMS experiments are integrated into the SCE payload within the equip-
ment stowage envelope.
Active
	
Equipment stowage envelope
	
22,9	 bridge ^_	 (337k305X66)/^	 1	 (4 pl
	
g I
	 I	 I^
	
—^	 {4 place8)
40 105 1 56 ^^ III 1/`	 I	 I 1778  345.476.2^
-
I	 'Xo 14b3.0 Xo 1668.27 l
Grapple
fitting
^I
1r.,
Xo 2015.92
451 2-dia
pavload
envelopq
D,
A-A
Forwsmd latch
Stowed	 I
I
Trunnion 3
scurf plate
( 4t pu P	 Li La
Dimensions m cm
_I
Xo 2015. 92 Acbvd
kee; ratting
a^
264964-11
Figure 2-10. SCE Support Structure and Stowage Envelope
The 50. lm truss is stowed in its deployment rail in a short flat packaging envelope
( Figure 2-11) . The initial deployment sequence is performed with the RMS .
Special bell-mouthed fittings are provided for hex hand-drive insertion to permit
unlatching and rotation functions to be driven by the UST or RINIS wrist (Figure
2-12). The opposite sequence is used for restowage.
Two truss deployment /retraction carriages (Figure 2-13) automatically perform
the functions necessary for controlled deployment and retraction of the truss.
During deployment, each drive latch engages a roller guided node fitting on
opposite sides of the rail. The carriages drive in the deploy direction until a
truss bay is open and locked. The drive latches are disengaged and the
carriages return to pickup the next bay node fitting. During retraction, two
hinge trippers on each carriage unlock the hinges in one bay so the bay will
collapse by the action of the carriages.
2-10
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Deploy/retract
camage -­=
Support structure
Pitcn support strut
i
50 1 m (31 bay)
deployed length
support
brace
• Stowed
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Extension rail
1 9m	 8rr,
i
Deployment rail
Damper assembly
Tip mass
• Performance characteristics
Itam Value
DePloymenV retraction nite 3 bay&min
Deploy/rrtmct dnve speed 0 3rrvsec
Power (peak) 500w
Damping ratio (active) 0. 1%, 2%
Tip mass 400 kg
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Figure 2-11. Basic Experiment General Arrangement and Characteristics
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Figure 2-12. RMS Driven Deployment
Mechanisms
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Figure 2-13. Deployment !Retraction
Carriage Mechanisms
The selected approach fo g the
SCE control shown in Figure
2-1 .1 uses a microprocessor con-
troUrr, the Shuttle-qualified
CIS Control Unit with P Z80,
8-bit processor. For instru-
mentation, a standard off-the-
shelf PCM Encoder provides a
16 Kbps data stream to the
Orbiter payload data ir.'erleaver
for recording purposes Hara-
wire interfaces are utilized
between the deployable truss
and support structure, and the
Payload Speci plist Station.
The Payload Specialist cP-n coln-
mand or monitor any function
performed by the Control Unit
via a computer keyboard and
display on the operator's panel.
Continuous readouts are provided
to indicate the extent of Truss
deflections and the progress of
deployment or retraction. In
case of emergency, the arm /safe
switch can he operated for truss
jettison.
"W.,01,W* p 1,1.Ch.,Aw
Try
.^I L
Z
arLKll.t
"
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Figure 2-14. Selected SCE Hardwire Control Concept
2.4 ANALYSIS
2.4.1 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS. The Convair prototype deployable truss
(Figure 2-3) was configured to the size and strength requiftments established
by a previous LSS study of a large radar array. This configuration was used
as the baseline structure for the SCE. The impacts of SCE operations on the
baseline structural configuration were determined.
Primary reaction control system (PROS) thruster firings are considered worst-
case contingency loads because thev would norrrally not be used during spp^^-
construction operations. However. during attit,.ide control ana maneuvering
activities with the vernier RCS (VPCS). failure of a vernier ;et to shutoff may
cause FRCS firings to occur.
The preliminary design loads were derived
as quasi-static responses to PRCS firings.
The steady-statc responses caused by
PRCS pitch and roll maneuvers were
multiplied by a dynamic amplification
factor of 2 for conservative estimates.
The stress analysis resulted in the '.russ
support arrangement shown in Figure 2- 15 .
The deployment rails are brace i to react
pitch and roll moments for contingency
loads to ensure the safet y of the crew
room a IlcnOr or Ault
I'M •AACH	 1a JH' so IOA NAr$011nr[MYIOIIIII T h 	 1 ► ^Nl
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Figure 2-15. Truss Support
Requirements
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and Orbiter. The pitch braces also serve as handholds for EVA in the vicinity
of the support structure.
The worst-cas-3 truss mem-
ber loads are shown in
168.4muni,THlch mMn"n, In.d.	 Ma.[mum-11 -wn"nl k,-do
(IWI 21-tor de0avon"- 11	 (22 twr. dew—edl 	 Figure 2-16. The nagilttude
IN - 54• It"	 of these loads had a number
V . I.OWN
12 1" 	 4 382 , 2  	 of undesirable ef iccts on the
	
N.306 ►Nm	 haseline truss geometry and
V . VON
In 6•J _,p	 •, 6-6tH	 configurations summarized in
	" O°	 Table 2- 8 and Figure 2-17.72 Dl.	 I	 ♦ 22.0.1.
 33 620	 lss.t —o	 These physical changes
.11 461	 1, 461	 n 646 .e.646	 increase weight, packaging
, et.I	 a ^.• 
X 
00549	 size • and cost. They also
tt.n1	 .t1..1	 increase the stiffness of the
1_	
• 66.6 s e46
truss, which increases the
.— s2 ew	 " ,.6 .-	 6 eu2 
2«"	
modal frequencies. This
264964  17 detracts from the capability
to perform DAP interactions
testing as discussed in
	
Figure 2-16. Truss Loads 	 Section 2.5. 3.
Table 2-8. Deployable Truss Change Due to	 The modal frequencies of the
Contingency Loads	 truss are presented in Table
2-9. The first configuration
Ibm	 —	 H.rllM 	 :h.-tp	 assumes the truss and
t..nrtludtn"1 Tutm Dkun" t"r	 4 w:m 	 hat"	 support rails are rigidly
t.•n,ptudtn"1 Tub" We-' Thlrkn... 	 n ,[6 cm	 u 17 cm
UuCon.1 Tutr U..not.r	 1 54 cm	 2 16 rm	 mounted to a rigid Orbiter .
Ittw^un.l TuM •.11 Thick-.- 	 d 66 cm	 0.20 rm	 The "soft mounted" config-
I H.v P—k.•"J L..Vh	 1' 42 —	 16.44 c7n
-ration include:; additional
l,"tght	 26 . 47 cm	 22 67 m 
DIa1R•n"1 wmtor Hu'lre.	 CwTont.r T.T."	 Over Center lorktng	 flexibility in roll between the
	
264 964 24	 truss tend the Orbiter with a
spring value of 1.0 x 105
V-m/red. This additional
IIp1o..d<mt10u•al"n	 roll flexibility reduces the
	
.-	 first roll bending modal
161m	
also attenuate
frequency to less than 0.05
,eJen,
Hz. It will
ro 63ao	 0 032mt616	 0 046s CM
7_11 266,1
	
11 rpin	 truss loads.
2 28 ,w	 / 1 64 ► 36 dtp .716o Nn.	 the answer to the truss loads
-	 problem will require further
G	 Ielt"
One to. Packav"4	 463 6 in 1	 analysis using flexible mounting
U In M 1 e,., 024n	
am b"
	 `"•""d"'t""'o•	 in the Draper Lab's DAP simu-
v2^, Ie3en, navel	 •Untetwom pow lations. Once a mounting flexi-
.
yprrrtc.t PA +
I	 I	 l	 • ouo • ".+w rtry.
°-t	 264"41a
	
bility is selected and the size of
the tip mass is validated, the
Figure 2-17 Revised Truss Geometry and 	 structure can be sized for opti-
Configuration	
2-13	
mum cost and performance.
Ilrrt,
W.•Ihht
Ib k^
Cradle 762 346
Truss 354 161
Oeplovment Structure 122 101
nepkovment Mechantsms 156 71
Truar Equipment 955 433
Nbcellaneuu n Electrical 35 16
Suitcase Experiments !CO 91
TOTAL I.litl4 1 . 119
264964-36
Tablc 2-9. Comparison of Truss
Modal Frequencies (Hz)
Mode Rigid Mount Sort Mount
1 01200 0.046
T 0.277 0.237
3 2.96 2 00
4 3.67 3.67
5 8.71 7.34
6 10.15 9.24
11.94 11.94
8 11.54 15.62
Truss C hsractenalies
Length 50 meters
Tip Mass 400 kilograms
Stlffntss (Ell
	
6.018	 10 7 	 ,4 m 2	 (pitch)
2.936
	
10 7 .4 m 2 (ysw)
26496,9-35
1.4.2 MASS PROPERTIES. The mass
properties computed for the SCE are pre-
sented in Figure -18 and the weignt break-
down in shown in Table 2-19.
The tip mass accounts for the wide separa-
tion of the center of mass from the Orbiter.
Use of the RMS to jettison the SCE while
de-toyed could create unacceptable moments
oi l 1"e  RMS unless all RCS activity is
disabled. A system to jettison the tip mass
may be required.
Table 2-13. SCE Weight Breakdown
Boost
Truss
rra
cialdle a
1. J .3 THERMODYNAMIC	 wgMrrnonts	 —^/^\l
CONSIDERATIONS. The issue of
thermal deflections of the deploy-
able truss is considered to be of
minor importance provided the
structural members are very low
CTE composite materials.
GY-70/930 graphite-epoxy
material is recommen6ed for	 264 "Al 19
extensive use both for tubes	 Figure 2-18. SCE !Hass Properties
and fittings. This will provide
the best joint compatibility, minimize fitting manufacturing costs, and achieve
a near-zero CTE structure. • ^ ound testing of truss struts and fittings CTE and
heat transfer characteristics e/ a considered sufficient to accurately predict
deflections. Specific rreansurement of thermal deflection in space is not planned
as these deflections will not be significant enough to warrant the added cost of
measuring. Similarly, temperature measurements of the truss members would
provide little useful data.
2.5 FLIGHT CONTROL ANALYSIS
2.5.1 DYNAMIC TESTING. Structural and control dynamics tests were selected
► ,) evaluate key issues as identified in Table 2-11. The first test has been limited
to roll maneuvers since '.hec axis, with its smaller moment of inertia, is influenced
i
i neMorod
Cawesa of .rss
(4s4
ok""sl of t rr4r
(ken)
PNse
R	 Y	 j a n
	
in
I;M	 (Y4t"
V3 775	 0	 666 a 11x104	821x104
	253x103
2/3 775 	 0	 958 3 03 x 105	3 04 x 105
	2 53 x 103
Fu1 775	 0	 1.257 , 6 4 X105
	649x105	253x103
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more by flexible structure than either pitch or yaw. Random noise modal surveys
have been chosen since they are significantly more efficient time-wise than ether
techniques. However, one sinusoidal excitation and free decay test has been
included to provide data on amplitude sensitive behavior .
Table 2-11. Dynamic Testing Summary
Issues
1 .	 Effect of test structure flexibility & vibration on orbiter & DAP
2. Effect of orbiter-induced dynamics on test structure
3. Minimum modal damping ratios
4	 Dynamic modeling accuracy, especially for higher modes
Tests Issues
1 2 3 4
Small roll maneuvers at partial & full deployment —
decreasing damping augmentation at each test length 3 r
Random nose excitation modal surveys 3 r 3
Sinusoidal excitation & free decay of higher mop 3 3 3
Instrumentation & excitation
• Load cells at base (orbiter-structure interaction)
• Distributed accelerometers (mode shapes & damping)
• Rate gyros from damper sets (lower mode data)
• Excitation by torque wheels from damper se!s
	 26496437
2.5.2 DAMPING AUGMENTATION. Based on t!:e preticted responses and
damping times for the preliminary model (Table 2-12), it was concluded that 1%
damping with augmentation may be sufficient and 2% damping is adequate,
depending on the final configuration selected.
Table 2-12. Variable Damping For the first requirement. it should be noted
Ratio Effects on Tip Motion and that the amplitude buildup for lightly damped
	
Stabilization Time.
	 modes 1L a rather slow process evan when the
Steady -State	 Minutes	
excitation is at the exact critical frequency.
Damping	 Tip Mwtwn,	 to	 Three damping augmentation approaches were
Ratio
	 meters	 stabilize	 considered for the SCE. The alternative
0.001	 !11.4
	
d;.0	 approaches are shown and compared in
0.01	 ! t.s	 0.7 Figure 2-19.
0.02	 0.6 _
	
4.3	 Low frequencies, as will be encountered in the
26496438	 first mode of the test structure, ar- best
damped with the torque wheel/rite gyro damper, which was used with dramatic
success on a Convair IRAD program. Although the IRAD wheel starts limiting
at 1.3 Hz, this frequency can be readily reduced by additional weight and size.
2-15
Passive damping with viscoelastic materials
OITIONAI
CoNS10UaA
T I oas
• Creep & outgassmg ire unresotvec' issues
• Application would negate basic structural damping
evaluation
Proof -masslaculvomater damper
FLLE IIIILE
STn UCTU II! Vii
'1	 I	 I
'HOOF
MASS —
Sw4Rlq
MOOS
.-SS •Or10•
• Consider Ling 403 shaker as proof-mass actuator
• Output — 196N (44 lot). stroke = 10 88 cm. 24 ^m
dial x 39 cm Ig, 14 kg
• Stroke limits low frequency output to w 2'8 N
Torque wheellralu gyro damper
Torque motor	 Gyro circuitry
• Torque wheel is best low frequency actuator known
• IRAD torque wheel has full output from 1 3 Hz
to 100 Hz
• Suitable torque wheels can be obtained by using larger
motors In eashng fhghtworthy units
264 96420
Figure 2-19. Candidate Damping Augmentation Approaches
The installation concept for the selected damping augmentation approach is shown
in Figure 2-20. By using twu torque wheel damper sets per axis with each set
providing 1% damping to the first bending mode, it is possible to select 2% damping
(both sets operating) , 1% damping
(one set operating) , or zero added
damping with both sets off. Sizing
the maximum torque of the wheels
is not especially critical since
they still provide damping in
saturation but not as much as
when they are operating in the	 _
	
—	 Tip mass
linear range. The installation
shown includes provision for
variable tip masses by pumping
fluid into closed cylinders. Thus,
between partial deployment and 	 Torque wheel/ra't,•,yro(6)
partial tip mass, the extreme con- 	 Tip mass
264964 21dition can be approached in fine 
increments. Preliminary sizing	 Figure 2-20. Recommended	 Damping Approach
indicates a maximum torque of
4.5 Nm as set by a 50m truss and a 0.05 deg/sec step change in Orbiter body rate.
2.5.3 DAP CONSIDERATIONS. The most complex interaction between the DAP
and the SCE structure arises from large flexible structure with low modal fre-
quencies and large moment of inertia contributions. At, tha structure grows
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larger and the frequencies get lower, there is it limit to the ability of the DAP to
maintain control. Attempts to identity and understand this limit have been given
considerable emphasis itl this progralil.
DAP performance is measured by achievable pointing accuracy and the rate of RCS
propellant c,-01181,mption. With the SCE structure designed for worst-case con-
tingnmev loads, other performance limiters include deployed structure flexibility,
deployment transients. products of inertia, renter of mass shifts, and RMS
operations.
n t
Table 2-13. Simulation Run Sununary for Preliminary
1110 n1 "truss with 100 kg Tip Mass
vitas	 -	 IMICti--
trt6wa --
Fab
	
Malt
	
111111119 Ilree	 Deadtimid	 ano*	 MN imm	 DeedsrM
Poll	 10 dog 0 02 dog see	 1 deg 40 dap 0 3 deg sec: 5 deg
Pitch	 10 deg 0.02 deg sec	 1 deg 40 deg 0 3 deg, sec 5 deg
Yew	 10 deg 0.02 deg sec	 1 deg
R,P&Y 10 deg 0 02 deg sec: 	 1 dog
Roll	 101
	
0 02. T . 60	 1 , T,60
001,T N do 1 1,T 00
• MnnParver rate 0.25 deg sec VRCS. two deg'sec PRCS
• Also, one manual control case S two cases with primary lots
faded opon
• No roilliy significant DAP perioimance degradation in any
of the runs
• VRCS roll 'cl+unu down' run howevoi showed Nov base
oscdl+tlioi , rates of two times the title lured
A preliminary NASTRAN
model of the SCE wits pre-
pared by Convair and trans-
mitted to the Charles Stark
Draper Laboratory (CSDI.)
on data tape. Table 2-13
summarizes the CSDI. simu-
lation runs. Alti ,ough the
100m beam with the lull kg
tip mass gave larger moment
of inertia changes than any
payload previously run at
Draper, the conclusion was
that the DAP could handle
it without any significant
performance degradation.
1	 tt	 t t	 b Ott164 964 39	 Il ten a	 amp	 C)	 U	 V 
understand the flexible
payload/DAP interactions. data were assembled on other payloads simulated at
CSDI. (Table 2-- 14) . 	 The only pavload that showed any signs of DAP performance
problem was the one having the lowest bending frequency. 	 This indicated the
presence of some fregticnev -sensitive element in the system that attenuated the
structure-induced oscillations of the Orbiter before they reached the jet logic.
Tile DAP State Estimator wits
Table 2-14.	 Flexible Payload Comparison identified as the frequency -sensi-
-	 - tive element.	 Figure 2-21 shows
Payk,W ,checruey .D'OMf	 ka the default filter gains - those
gains the computer uses unless
RMS PEP 0 052 1	 19 other values tire specified.	 The
Spac:etelescope 0586 1 20 0.115 11z oscillations of the RMS-PEP
IuS TORS 0 127 1	 18 were cut in half by the filter. anti
US Galileo 016 1 3e this relatively low mass payload
IuS.DoD1 0 097 1 25 still caused a moderate increase in
Bohn. 10om, 100 o 14 2 00 propellant consumption.	 Heavier
payloads with it bending frequency
of 0.05 Hz or less may have severeOnly the RMS-PEP displayed t significant Increase In propellant
problems with the filter.
	 Changingconsumption (21 16496440
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001	 002	 005	 0 10 0 15
Frequency (Hertz)
01"
0 005
the filter to start cutting off at
a lower frequency would eliminate
flexibility problems but could
cause other problems due to rate
information being too old when it
reaches the phase plane logic.
This is an area for further study.
However, it is clear that if the
SCE structure is to evaluate the
proven limas of the DAP, the
first mode bending frequencies
must be lowered.
15
10
0s
Estimated loll rate
Roll rate
02
264964-22
The use of a flexible mount was 	 Figure 2-21. State Estimator Filter
selected to reduce SCE bending 	 Characteristics
frequency because it is the only
approach identified that has no undesirable features or limitations. A NASTRAN
data tape of the current SCE configuration with a range of base mount flexibility
was sent to CSDL for simulation analysis to determine a minimum frequency for
the experiment. The SCE design will be revised in the next study phase to
achieve the required frequency.
2.6 PRELIMINARY TEST PLAN
The preliminary ground test program plan is summarized in Figure 2-22. The
development testing phase will allow definition of system requirements for the
program Phase C /D design and development effort. Flight qualification tests
will verify flight worthiness, environmental compatibility, and functional capa-
bility of the SCE. Plans for flight tes: follow the flow as shown in Figures 2-23
and 2-24, with mission titrelines as indicated. As seen from the timeline for
Day 2, the actual amount of time available to perform construction operations is
limited by the preparation, removal, and restowage /securing time.
Development EVkRMS
tests &
Component	 Prototype
Slmulatlons
Update
development	 hardware system
testing	 =	 teat+ng
ontrols & requirementst
stnictures
simulations
Flight qualification
Component	 Subassembly Assembly System
level	 level level level
Figure 2-22.	 Ground Test Program Summary 16490423
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Figure 2-23.
	
Flight Test Operations Sequence and Timelines for Day 1
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Figure 2-24.	 Construction Operations Test Sequence and Timelines for Day 2
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2.7 PROGRAMMATICS
2.7.1 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PLAN. Based on the overall program scope of
the SCE and the desired milestones, a summary program development schedule
was established (Figure 2-25) , which provides for a 24-month development pro-
gram leading to the flight test in November 1984 as an earliest flight opportunity.
The 24-month development period is judged to be tight but achievable if it is
preceded by a Phase A/B definition phase in 1981 and certain ground tests and
simulations in 1982.
FYI	 81	 1	 82	 1	 83	 1	 84	 1	 85
CY 81 82 83 84 85
Definition phase Alb
Part I O
Part 11
Ground tests 8 simulations
Development phase C1D LRFP ATP
Source selection O 0 PRR Support
System engineering & integration  -_ - - _
Flight experiment P R	 CDR Support
Design 5 analysis = ____
Component parts procurement
Tooling
Detail fabrication
Software
Assembly 8 checkout
GSE
Test
Component qualification C—^
Structural segment tests
Integrated system tests
- Ambient I I	 U	 I
-	 Environmental t=
Suitcase experiment simulations t^
Operations
Ground operation
Transportation s
Oil line prop CITE o
Online STS ms.taution a	 Flight opportuni ty
Mission operations wrn^Ow
Postmissron operations
264964-26
Figure 2-25. Preliminary SCE Program Development Schedule
The Phase A/B information will provide refinement of selected concepts and
tradeoffs. system design data including preliminary systems specifications, and
a set of implementation plans including manufacturing, procurement, test, and
reliability and safety areas. In addition, schedule and resource estimates will
be produced. The principal outputs from these Phase A/B activities are validated
requirements, a design solution and supporting analyses, program plans, and a
preliminary estimate of resource requirements. The ground tests and simulations
envisioned include Rh1S simulations and neutral buoyancy tests using the current
truss hardware. This information will then provide a firm foundation for effi-
ciently proceeding with the subsequent operational system C/D phase of activities.
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Z.7.2 PROGRAM FUNDING, Initially a cost-related work breakdown structure
(WBS) was developed that includes all elements chargeable to the SCE project for
each program phase. Following selection of the preferred concept from candidates
examined (Concept 2A) in the first phase of the study, additional analysis pro-
vided increased design definition detail and refined input parameters used in the
cost analysis. Using this updated information, new cost estimates were made for
the selected SCE. Results of this analysis, general ground rules, and estimating
assumptions are presented in Figure 2-26.
Cost summary (1981 $M)	 Annual funding (1981 $M)
Design &
development Fabrication
Flight hardware
•	 Structure 2.10 092
•	 Dynamic test equip 0.4A 0.23
• RMS/EVA test equip 0.18 007
• Alrbome support equip 1.98 0.33
•	 Assembly, integration, & co o — 009
Software 0.20 —
System eng & integration 0.43 —
System test 1.00 0.09
GSE 0.25
Spares G 19
Facilities — —
Program mgmt 0.34 _0.09
Total 7 15 1.82
Grand total 9.97
Figure 2-26. Program Funding Requirements.
MS
	 3.29M
0.20M
FY83	 FY94	 FY85
COST GROUNDRULES
• Costs are shown in constant 1981 dollars.
• Prime contractor fee is not included.
• Costs are for the design development and fabricrtion
of a single, flyable experiment.
• All system testing required .s accomplished using
the flight article hardware.
• No n:ssion operations or Shuttle user charges are
included.
• The cost estimates presented are rough orderof-
magnitude costs for planning purposes only.
264.96427
The majority of the hardware design and development cost is required for struc-
ture and mechanisms including the truss itself, its deployment mechanism, and
the supporting structure (FSE) for mounting the SCE in the Shuttle payload bay.
The dynamic test equipment is considered as virtually all off-the-shelf (e.g. ,
gyros and accelerometers) and very little in the way of component development
will be required. Only a nominal cost allowance is required for the RMS /EV A
test equipment in that there are mass and form mockups only to establish the
feasibility of attaching equipment to the truss beam.
Operations costs have not been esti„ rated but would consist of transportation (to
KSC) , ground operations required for STS installation and postflight disposition,
and support activities during flight .
Annual funding requirements by fiscal year for development and flight article
fabrication were generated by spreading individual cost elements in accordance
with the program schedule.
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SECTION 3
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1 CONCLUSIONS
1'.	 3. 1.1 STRUCTURE.
•
	
	
Tetrahedral deployable truss has broadest range of applicability to future
large space systems construction.
3.1.2 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS
s The cost, complexity, and uncertainties of performing full-scale ground tests
make space testing of a deployable structural truss an essential first step to
understanding and predicting performance and behavior of space structures
attached to the Orbiter.
• Maximum use of the RMS for deployment operations greatly reduces systems
cost and complexity.
• Contrciled linear deployment of space structures is a major safety considera-
tion, facilitates progressive assembly techniques, and allows control limits of
the DAP to be approached slowly.
•
	
	 Retraction capability will provide flexibility in selecting and performing
experiment options, and reuse for future subsystems and construction aids
testing.
s	 SCE will contribute to the understanding of structural rattle and backlash.
3.1.3 PRELIMINARY DESIGN
• SCE configuration and length are greatly dependent on primary mission
payloads and payload arrangements.
•
	
	 Up-to-date mission assignment data are required to confirm basic experiment
design and capabilities.
•	 Fully deployed experiment jettison may pose a handling problem for the RMS.
3.1.4 ANALYSIS
•	 Near-zero CTE structure is achievable using graphite/epoxy fittings and tubes.
• Worst-case contingency loads impose structural cost, weight, and packaging
efficiency penalties.
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3.1.5 FI.i,-,HT CONTROL ANALYSIS
•	 Flexible mounting of the structure will allow the DAP to be challenged, reduce
loads in the structure, and allow structural frequencies to be adjusted.
•	 The key item in understanding large space structure /DAP interactions is the
state estimator.
• Torque wheel/rate gyro type dampers at the tip of the structure provide
variable damping and structural excitation capabilities most effectively.
3.1.6 TEST PLAN.
•	 Time for EVA experiments is severely limited by a one-day work plan.
3.1.7 PROGRAM PLAN
•	 Late 1984 flight is achievable if program start is initiated in early 1983 and
a com patible mission is available.
•	 Total program cost is within the $10M maximum guideline.
3.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
3.2.1 SYSTEMS DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
•	 Further evaluate suitable missions for SCE accommodation and select best
flights available.
•	 Obtain preliminary flight assignment for SCE.
•	 Further develop and define SCE preliminary design for Shuttle integration.
3.2.2 FLIGHT CONTROL ANALYSIS
• Analyze latest experiment model for a range of mounting stiffness/reduced
modal frequencies.
•	 Select an appropriate rriountlh stiffness and reevaluate truss loads and
sizing for prescribed contingency conditions using the Charles Stark
Draper Laboratory dynamic simulation.
•	 Evaluate a slower state estimator in DAP simulation.
3.2.3 SYSTEM TEST.
•	 Prepart , ground tests and simulations plans and initiate a ground test and
simulw •A)n program to further develop system requirements.
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